ADVANCED MULTI-CALIBER SPORTING RIFLE
SPORT TACT
The Advanced Multi-caliber Sporting Rifle (AMSR) provides user flexibility with its advanced multi-caliber design, allowing on-demand caliber changes with a single Allen key wrench. The trusted quad-lock action assures demanding accuracy from a turn-bolt system. The AMSR stock system combines a classic walnut rifle stock with advanced military chassis features such as “hard bedding” and a DBM ammunition feed system. It allows you the flexibility and adaptability of traveling with two or three additional calibers on your next hunt/Safari/outing to quickly change the rifle from Long Range to Dangerous Game, or from standard caliber for deer/antelope to magnum caliber for any big-game scenario. The system approach allows you to travel with your rifle battery in our fitted 40” hard case, complimenting standard luggage sizes.

The heart of the AMSR Multi-Caliber system is the patented Trunnion barrel locking system; very simply, a single bolt system simultaneously tightens the barrel collar and advances two spherical locking keys into the barrel extension for a permanent installation by tightening one Allen key. Installation and removal of the barrel is accomplished by inserting the barrel into the receiver until the dowel key locates in the receiver slot; the bolt handle is then installed and locked in battery. The Trunnion Allen key is then tightened to 60 in-lbs to complete the assembly. Removal is the opposite.
Cartridge headspace is adjusted via a “hard shim” between the barrel extension and barrel shoulder, measured from the bolt locked in battery. Our barrels, of either steel or CF, are designed to enable your gunsmith to re-chamber up to .500 in depth, usually allowing for two cut backs. Armorer tools are available, including a barrel extension wrench and barrel vise jaws. Barrel extensions are set to 200 ft-lbs.

The action and bolt are machined from 4130 steel; bolt raceways are precision WEDM cut for accuracy. The trigger is a Jeweled RPA set at the factory to a crisp 2.5 lbs. Tally ring basses or a 20MOA rail are optional. Additional bolt/barrel extension/magazine sets are available for additional calibers. Our bolt assembly is solid and changes with each caliber. Currently available calibers are 308W, 6.5C, 30-06, 300WM, 300N, 338N, 338LM, 375HH, 416 REM MAG; custom calibers, special order POR.

AM magazines are available for each specific caliber in 3 & 5RD capacities; some 10RD capacities are also available. For the Gunsmith or custom rifle builder, a BM kit or mini chassis will be available with inleting instructions, which can be purchased separately.
Dedication in Engineering and Testing

Accurate-Mag Products takes pride in its relentless pursuit of perfection for our customers. All of our products are rigorously tested in the field and in competition by our dedicated professional staff. All of our magazines are hand loaded, one at a time, to assure fit, finish and proper function. All of our components are 100% made in America to military grade specifications and are found in many leading OEM firearm brands, such as Ruger, Savage and Remington. Our customer service team is always available to discuss any technical issues or questions regarding ordering.
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